hires a

SRE/DEVOPS

Who are we?
« Do you desire to proactively drive the changes connected to all the ICT. domains of trusted and influential partners? In this case,
Exxoss is the place to be! »
Exxoss is a dynamic and agile company focused on all IT-related technologies whether it regards Cloud solutions, Infrastructure
implementation and maintenance, or Business Processes Analysis for digital environments transformation and automation. By
joining us, you will be introduced to an enthusiastic and devoted team. Our main focus is to deliver excellence to nurture our
customer’s satisfaction but also to entertain the company’s growth by including every employee’s well-guided opinions and contributions. Trust and autonomy are the key values we promote. Aside from those, we also offer a large panel of expertise domains and
miscellaneous yet designed trainings to facilitate personal and professional self-growth perspectives.

Job Description
Exxoss is on the lookout for a new SRE / DevOps Engineer to reenforce its team and its activity amongside its clients.
Part of the job will be to effect the following tasks:
- Collaborate with the development teams in order to provide performant solutions answering to the business needs
- Maintain an infrastructure in a viable and stable state (Private Cloud, Monitoring, MAJ, Back up, ...)
- Operate with the new technologies selected by the company
- Contribute to the developed applications’ stability and performances improvement for an adapated corporate use (Java (Spring,
Spring Boot, Wildfly,...), Drupal, ESB, Karaf, Messaging ActiveMQ, Kafka, Apache , NGinx, PostgreSQL, MariaDB,...)
- Improve the automation (Ansible, Python, Fabric,...) and the monitoring of the infrastructure (Nagios, Prometheus,...)
- Develop and maintain the CI/CD chain (Gitlab, Artifactory, Ansible, ... )
- Assist on the implementation of a containers-oriented infrastructure (Docker, CoreOS, Kubernetes)
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Job Qualifications
E D U C AT I O N
- Bachelor’s degree in IT or related areas
- Driving License B
HARD SKILLS
- Mastering :
o Linux
o Middlewares & Web Servers configuration (Apache, Ngix, Wildfly, etc)
- Good Knowledge :
o Java and/or PHP applications management
o Deployment and/or Configuration Management automation with Ansible other solution (Chef, Puppet, ...)
o Git & API Rest basics
o Scripts development
- Nice to have
o Python
o You are sensitive regarding the synergy between the infrastructure and the development environment
SOFT SKILLS
- Autonomous with creativity and strong proposal skill
- Continuously learning
o You can adapt to the last trends in your domain in order to enrich and share the company’s knowledge
- Open
o You enjoy working in a team and sharing your passion for the technical world and evolutions
- Sensitive to the quality of the deliverables
LANGUAGES
- French: Native or Fluent
- English : Good & Practical Knowledge
- Other: Nice to have

Contract
Contract
Workload: Full Time / 38H
Type : CDI
Salary : depends on the experience
Job to fulfill ASAP

You are the person we are looking for?
Send your curriculum vitae to:
EXXOSS SPRL
Rue de la Station 2
4347 Fexhe-le-Haut-Clocher
jobs@exxoss.com

Drive ICT. Proactively.

